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Abstract : Fish are assuming an ever-increasing importance in the solution o
problems, and interest is widening. Research on the chemical biology of fish
but fraught with difficulties peculiar to its special discipline. T he author has n
set everything to rights, and admits that he has not attempted to do so. For
modesty, however, he has made a noble effort to help all those concerned i
research, and compiled a book which must prove valuable not only to the pa

research workers, but equally to the fringe.
T he book is in 3 main parts, dealing firstwithmethods and principles, life cycle
between and within species, the influence of environment and the effects o
T his part occupies 257 pages. T he second part is an index of the chemical s
studied and the third an index of fish names, with appendices on family relat
common names with their Latin designations. T here may be discrepancies in
nomenclature in different research publications, and an effort has been mad
possible to sort these out or point them out; disagreement among taxonom
eased the task, and when one looks at the number of references in the bibli
grand total of 1407, one can only congratulate the author on his courage an
accept any small points of disagreement or doubt which one may meet withi
D. Bell.
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